
to explain the influence of several factors, such as the bulk solution pH, 
solubility, and diffusivity, on the dissolution rate of the acids. 
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Abstract The dissolution behavior of 2-naphthoic acid from rotating 
compressed disks into aqueous buffered solutions of constant ionic 
strength ( p  = 0.5 with potassium chloride) at 25’ was investigated. A 
model was developed for the flux of a solid monoprotic carboxylic acid 
in aqueous buffered solutions as a function of the solution pH and the 
physicochemical properties of the buffer. The model assumes a diffusion 
layer-controlled mass transport process and a simple, instantaneously 
established reaction equilibrium between all reactive species (acids and 
bases) across the diffusion layer. Using intrinsic solubilities, pKa values, 
and diffusion coefficients, the model accurately predicts the dissolution 

of 2-naphthoic acid as a function of the bulk solution composition. The 
concentration profiles of all species across the diffusion layer are gener- 
ated for each buffer concentration and bulk solution pH, including the 
pH profile within the microclimate of the diffusion layer and the pH at  
the solid-solution boundary. 

Keyphrases 0 Carboxylic acids-dissolution kinetics, effect of buffers 
Dissolution kinetics-carboxylic acids, effect of buffers 0 Buffers- 

effect on dissolution kinetics of carboxylic acids 

The objective of this investigation was to determine 
experimentally the effect of buffers on the dissolution of 
2-naphthoic acid from a constant surface area pellet under 

controlled ionic strength (p = 0.5 with potassium chloride), 
temperature ( 2 5 O ) ,  and pH conditions (pH-stat). A model, 
an extension of one described previously (l), also was de- 
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veloped that predicts the effects of solution pH and the 
physicochemical properties of the buffer on the dissolution 
of this monoprotic carboxylic acid. The model adequately 
predicts fluxes and the concentration profiles of all species 
within a postulated diffusion layer as a function of the bulk 
solution pH (pHbulk) and the total buffer concentration. 
The results emphasize the importance of the buffer base 
concentration and the pKa value of the conjugate acid of 
the buffer on dissolution rates, but they deemphasize the 
direct involvement and importance of pHhulk. 

Alkaline compounds or buffers have been included in 
commercial tablet formulations of several acidic drugs that 
undergo dissolution rate-limited absorption from con- 
ventional tablets. The concept embodied in these buffered 
formulations is the prevention of GI irritation caused by 
some acidic drugs and/or the provision of a basic pH mi- 
croenvironment within the diffusion layer around the 
dissolving acid particles to promote dissolution (2-4). 
Nelson (5, 6) first approached the rationale for buffered 
tablet formulations when he measured the dissolution 
rates of several solid acidic drugs in aqueous media con- 
taining various buffers a t  several pH values. The mecha- 
nism of this process was studied in detail by Higuchi and 
coworkers (7, 8). The results presented here support the 
use of buffered dosage forms to promote the dissolution 
of poorly soluble carboxylic acids. 

THEORETICAL 
A model for the dissolution of an acid into an aqueous buffered medium 

should consider not only the diffusion layer reaction of the acid with water 
and hydroxide ion but also the reaction of the acid with the base com- 
ponent of the buffer, Hence, the number of possible chemical reactions 
that occur in the diffusion layer is increased because the buffer consists 
of a conjugate acid-base pair, which is assumed to be in rapid equilibrium 
with the other reactants and products. 

It is assumed that the addition of buffer to the bulk solution does not 
change the constraints and assumptions of the previously described 
model (I), i.e., that the dissolution of the acid (HA) into the aqueous 
buffer solution occurs uia a diffusion layer-controlled process across a 
boundary layer of thickness h as defined by the Levich rotating-disk 
model (9). A constant diffusion layer thickness, calculated on the basis 
of the diffusivity of the acid ( D H A )  and regardless of the diffusivities of 
other species, is assumed. The limitations of this assumption were dis- 
cussed earlier (1). 

Within this boundary layer, all concentration gradients of the reactants 
and products exist as a result of diffusion and instantaneous chemical 
reaction between the dissolving solute and the incoming base from the 
bulk solution. The concentration of undissociated carboxylic acid at  the 
solid-liquid surface ( X  = 0, where X is the distance from the solid-liquid 
interface) always is defined by the intrinsic solubility of the acid [HA]o. 
The bulk solution is regarded as a homogeneous mixture with no con- 
centration gradients, and initial rates are assumed. 

An additional experimental constraint is that the buffering compounds 
considered contain only one ionizable group. Pylyprotic or polybasic 
compounds also may be considered in the model; however, they obviously 
would complicate the situation. 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of this system. Hydroxide ion (OH-) 
and the buffer base (B) may diffuse into the diffusion layer from the bulk 
solution and react with the carhoxylic acid (HA) which is diffusing out. 
The products, also diffusing out, are the conjugate acid of the buffer (BH+), 
the acid anion (A-), and the hydrogen ion (H+). The water concentration 
is ignored since its concentration does not change significantly as a result 
of these reactions. 

Consider the chemical reactions within the diffusion layer as shown 
by Fig. 1 (Schemes I-VI). 

H+ + OH- + H20 
Scheme I 

HASH+ + A- 
Scheme II 

- Diffn. Layer 4 +Bulk S o l n . 4  I 

X ' O  - x--> x = h  
Figure 1-Diagrammatic representation of a solid carboxylic acid, HA,  
dissolving into a reactive medium containing hydroxide ion and buffer 
components B and BH+ with a Nernst diffusion layer existing between 
the solid and the bulk solution. Sink conditions exist in the bulk solu- 
tion, and the products, BH+, A - ,  and H + ,  diffuse out of the diffusion 
layer at a rate determined by their chemical reactiuity and diffu- 
sivity. 

HA + OH- 5 H z 0  + A- 
Scheme I I I  

HA + B SBH+ + A- 
Scheme IV 

BH+ +H+ + B 
Scheme V 

BH+ + OH- S H z O  + B 
Scheme VI 

K." 

These equilibria are described by: 

K,  = [H+][OH-] 

For the diffusion and simultaneous chemical reaction of the individual 
species a t  steady state within the diffusion layer, Fick's laws may be ap- 
plied to  each species as discussed previously (1). Therefore: 

h2[BH+] -- - DBH -+ 66 = 0 
6[BH+] 

6t  6x2  
(Eq. 12) 
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where [N] represents the concentration of species N,  t is time, X is dis- 
tance, and DN is the diffusivity of species N. Each equation states that 
the rate of change in the concentration of N with respect to time in the 
diffusion layer (here it is zero since steady-state conditions are assumed) 
is composed of a diffusional term (Fick's second law) and a chemical re- 
action term for the species N. 

By observing which species react together to form particular products, 
a comprehensive set of species balance equations accounting for the 
chemical reaction may be established. Whenever a change in the flux of 
one species occurs due to a chemical reaction within the film, it also must 
be reflected by corresponding changes in the reactants and products as 
defined by the equilibria in Schemes I-VI. From these relationships, the 
following diffusion layer mass balance can be written: 

A(flux OH- in) + A(flux B in) = A(flux HA out) 
+ A(flux H+ out) (Eq. 13) 

Equation 13 states that the rates of change of the flux of reactants into 
the film, OH- and B, must equal those of the reactants coming out of the 
film, HA and H+; BH+ and A- are considered because any changes in B 
or HA will reflect changes in their conjugate species. Therefore: 

From species balance considerations, the chemical reaction terms $1, 

$4 + $5 = $1 + 93 (Eq. 15) 

Any change in HA and B due to reaction automatically represents a 
change in their conjugate species, A- and BH+. This is represented 
by: 

$3, $4, and $5 from Eqs. 7-12 are represented by: 

(Eq. 16) 

(Eq. 17) 

Therefore, b1 = -62 and $5 = -66. 

When integrated with respect to X, they yield 
Equations 14,16, and 17 are three second-order differential equations. 

(Eq. 19) 

(Eq. 20) 

where CI, C2, and C3 are constants of integration. If mass balance con- 
siderations are included, simplification of Eqs. 18-20 is possible because 
A- is a product of the reaction between HA and the combination of B, 
OH-, and H20. Howeve'r, B and OH- also react with H+ in the diffusion 
layer. Therefore, the following identities result 

1 (flux of reactants in) = (flux A- out) - (flux H+ out) (Eq. 21) 

or: 

(flux of reactants in) = + DB g) (Eq. 22) d X  
Remembering that fluxes into the film have positive slopes and t h a t  

flux A- out = - DA- ( dK1) 
and: 

f luxH+out=-  DH- ( dE1) 
(Eq. 23) 

(Eq. 24) 

yields: 

From Eqs. 18 and 19, it can be seen that consistency is preserved only 
when Cz = C1. Therefore, Eq. 19 becomes: 

(Eq. 26) 

Further simplification may be made by substituting Eq. 20 into Eq. 
18 and rearranging: 

- DH - dW+I - DBH- d[BH+l (Eq. 27) 
dX dX 

Equation 26 is substituted into Eq. 27 to obtain: 
d[OH-] d[H+] d[BH+] - PA %) t DOH - - DH - dX - D B H 7 + C 3  

d X  
(Eq. 28) 

Consider the reactions involving A- SeDaratelv. For the reaction shown 
in Scheme VII (Equilibrium a): 

HA + H20 =-= A- + H30+ (where H30+ = H+) 
Scheme Vl l  

(flux A- out). = (flux H+ out) 

or: 

For the reaction shown in Scheme I11 (Equilibrium b): 

(flux A- 0Ut )b  = (flux OH- in) 

or: 

For the reaction shown in Scheme IV (Equilibrium c): 

(flux A- out), = (flux BH+ out) 

or: 

Hence, summing up the contributions of the three equilibria (a-c) in 
the diffusion layer: 

d[OH-] d[H+] d[BH+] x- O A F )  3 DOH-- dX DH-- d X  DBH - dX 

(Eq. 35) 

By comparing Eq. 35 to Eq. 28, it is seen that Ca = 0. Equation 20 now 
becomes: 

(Eq. 36) 

By integrating Eqs. 18, 26, and 36, linear equations are obtained in 
X: 

DHA[HA] = DOHIOH-] + De[B] - DH[H'] + c1x + Ti (Eq. 37) 

DHA[HA] = -DA[A-] 4- c1x + Tz 

DB[B] = -DBH[BH+] + T3 

(Eq. 38) 

(Eq. 39) 

Application of Boundary Conditions-To evaluate Eqs. 37-39, the 

A t X = Q  

where TI, Tz, and 2'3 are additional constants of integration. 

following boundary conditions must be applied. 

[HA] = [HA10 (known) 
[A-] = [A-]o (unknown) 
[H+] = [H+]o (unknown) 

[OH-] = [OH-]o (unknown) 
[B] = [B]o (unknown) 

[BH+] = [BH+]o (unknown) 

AtX = h: 

[HA] = [HA]h = 0 
[A-] = [A-]h N 0 
[H+] = [H+]h (given) 
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therefore, is the negative of the total acid flux at  X = 0 or the acid dis- 
solution rate: 

[OH-] = [OH-]h (given) 
[Bl = [Blh (given) 

[BH+] = [BH+]h (given) 

Both [HA]h and [A-]h are zero under sink conditions. Other terms (Cl, 
TI, TO, and 7'3) are unknown. Applying the boundary conditions to Eqs. 
37-39 at  X = 0 results in: 

DoH[OH-]O + DB[B]o - DH[H+]o + TI (Eq. 40) DHA[HA]o 

DHAIHAIo -DA[A-]o + T3 (Eq. 41) 

(Eq. 42) DB[B]o = -DBH[BH+] + T3 

and a t  X = h: 

D H [ H + ] ~  = Do~[oH-]h + Dg[B]h + Cih Ti (Eq. 43) 

C1h = -T2 (Eq. 44) 

0%. 45) 
There are nine unknowns in these equations, providing that [HA]o, the 

diffusivities of all species, and h are known. To calculate the unknowns, 
three more equations are required. These are provided by the equilibrium 
constants given in Eqs. 1,2, and 5. 

There are now nine equations and nine unknowns. Successive substi- 
tution may be used to reduce these equations to one equation where a 
single unknown may be solved for. A brief summary for the solution of 
[H+]o is given here. 

DHAIHAIo = Do~([oH-]o - [OH-Ih) + DB([BIO - [Blh) 

D B [ B ] ~  = -DBH[BH+]~ + T3 

Equation 43 is subtracted from Eq. 40 to give: 

+ DH([H+]~ - [H+]o) - Cih (Eq. 46) 

Equation 46 was derived to eliminate TI. Now [A-]o is substituted for 
in Eq. 41 using Eq. 2, and T2 is eliminated by using Eq. 44: 

(Eq. 47) 

Equation 47 may now be equated to Eq. 46 to cancel Clh. Substituting 
for [OH-]o also results in: 

Equation 50 may be used to substitute for [B]o in Eq. 48 and, hence, 
reduce it to one with a single unknown, [H+]o. After cross-multiplication 
and rearrangemenk 

P [ H + ] ~  + q[H+]a + r[H+]o + s = 0 (Eq. 51) 
where: 

P = DHDBH 
Q = DHD&z + &Ha 
r = 
s = -DAD&$KZ[HA]O - DoHK,K:DB 

b = DB[B]~ DBH[BH+]~ (also = T3) 

- b )  - D & J H K ~ ~ [ H A ] o  - DOHDBHK~ 

a = DoH[OH-]~ -+ DB[B]~ - DH[H+]~ 

Equation 51 may be solved by the method of Newton (10). Thus, for 
any given conditions in the bulk solution of [H+)h, [OH-Ih, [B]h, and 
[BH+]h, [H+]o may be determined. Once this value is obtained, the other 
unknowns may be successively calculated from the preceding equations. 
Equation 51, together with its related questions, may be solved readily 
using a digital computer'. 

Expression for the Total Acid Flux-Equation 46 may be rear- 
ranged to give an expression for the integration constant C1; C1 represents 
the negative sum of the individual fluxes across the diffusion layer and, 

or: 

C1 = - JbbI = +HA + JH + JOH + JB) (Eq. 53) 

where JN is the flux of species N. 
Therefore, by using the values of [H+]o, [B]o, and [OH-]o calculated 

from the preceding equations, the total flux of acid at  any bulk solution 
pH and buffer concentration also may be calculated. Again, this problem 
may be included in a comprehensive computer program' for application 
to various bulk solution pH and buffer concentrations. 

Evaluation of Concentration Profiles across Diffusion Layer- 
Using the Levich (9) diffusion layer thickness for a rotating disk, Eqs. 
37-39 may be solved simultaneously with Eqs. 1, 2, and 5 to give the 
concentrations of a particular species a t  any point, X,  in the diffusion 
layer. The substitutions required in reducing the numerous equations 
to one equation with a single unknown are similar to those already de- 
scribed, except that [HA] also must be expressed as a function of the given 
unknown solved. This may be done by using Eqs. 2 and 3 8  

Now [HA] can be substituted for Eq. 37 along with a similar expression 
for [B], which is derived from Eqs. 39 and 5: 

Equation 37 now reads: 

(Eq. 55) 

Since CI, Tz, and T3 atready are known for given bulk solution conditions 
and X is given, [H+] now is the only unknown. By algebraic rearrange- 
ment, cross-multiplication, and reduction, a quartic equation in [H+] 
results in the form of: 

A[H+]' + B[H+I3 + C[H+I2 + E[H+] + F = 0 (Eq. 57) 
where: 

A = DHn 
= n(T2 - Ti) + DHt 

c = DBDHAK~~(C~X + T2 - T3) - t(C1X + TI) - DoHKwn + D H ~  
E = -DOHKwt -p(CiX + Ti + T3) 

Equation 57 can be solved by using Newton's method (10). Having ob- 
tained [H+] a t  any point X in the film, the concentrations of the other 
species may be determined. If this calculation is performed at several 
points in the diffusion layer, then a concentration profile acrom this layer 
is described. 

8 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials-2-Naphthoic acid was from the same source as that used 
previously (1). Imidazole2, acetic acid3, sodium acetate3 (trihydrate), 
morpholine4, and potassium chloride3 were reagent grade and were used 
as supplied. Hydrochloric acid5 and sodium hydroxide5 were obtained 
as standardized 1.0 M solutions. 

Determination of Dissolution Rates-The apparatus for deter- 
mining the dissolution rates of 2-naphthoic acid was described previously 
(1). In each determination, the pH-stat was used to maintain the bulk 

Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Mallinckrodt Chemicals. 

Fisher Scientific Co., Fair Lawn, N.J. 
Honeywell model 66/60. A copy of the procedure and program can be obtained 4 Matheson, Coleman and Bell. 

from V. J. Stella. 
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Table I-Experimental pKa Values, Estimated Percentage 
Purity,  and Literature Thermodynamic pKa Values for  
Imidazole, Morpholine, and  Acetic Acid 

pKa (fSD)" at  p pKa 
= 0.5 (Potassium (Thermo- 

Chloride) and 25" dynamic) a t  Estimated 
Compound (f0.10) 25' in Water Purity, % 

Imidazole 7.17 6.91 102.24 

Morpholine 8.75 8.7OC 97.92 
(fO.O1) 

(l t0.02~ 
Acetic acid 4.60 4.756 - 

The standard deviation from at least three determinations. * Obtained or es- 
timated from data in Ref. 11. From Ref. 12. 

Table 11-Estimated and Literature Values for the Diffusivities 
of Imidazole, Morpholine, and Acetic Acid, Used a s  Buffering 
Agents in the  Study of 2-Naphthoic Acid Dissolution at p = 0.5 
with Potassium Chloride and  25" 

~~~ 

Diffusivity, cm2/sec X lo6 
Molecular Literature 

Compound Weight Calculated" (Ref.) 

Imidazole 68 8.206 __ 
Morpholine 87 7.OOc - 

Acetic acid 79 8.84d 12.1' (14) 
12.0e (15) 
8.8f (16) 

Uaiiig dtokt., Kinstein equation I 1). I, I { \  direct comparison with 2.n~aI)hihm- 
i i t  id II+IIIK this Sictkei Ein-ttki tquatiatii A inlilaar volume of 87 ml/mde was used. 
a-riming the densiiv i t ,  he 1.0 at 25' d ,& molar volume of 38 3 ml/mole was used 
from Ref. 14 at 25' ' I.:xtmpolated t o  zero acetic acid concentration (pm = 0) at 
25" 111  water In water at 'LOo; other conditions not stipulated. 

solution pH using 0.01-0.1 M NaOH, regardless of the buffer capacity 
of the buffer solution used. 

When imidazole and morpholine were used as buffers, it was conve- 
nient to measure the absorbance of 2-naphthoic acid in the solution at  
281 nm rather than at  the more analytically sensitive region of 230-237 
nm because the absorbance of imidazole interfered in the latter range. 
Furthermore, dissolution became so rapid at high buffer concentrations 
that the absorbance of the resulting solution quickly exceeded the range 
obeying the Beer-Lambert law. In acetate buffers, measurement of the 
dissolution rate was performed at 231 or 281 nm, depending on the buffer 
concentration and the pH of the dissolution medium. 

In all cases, the media were adjusted to the same ionic strength ( p  = 
0.5) using potassium chloride. A wide range of total buffer concentrations 
was studied. Immediately prior to a dissolution run, the solution pH was 
accurately adjusted with concentrated hydrochloric acid or sodium hy- 
droxide, and the solution then was thermally equilibrated to 25' (k0.1'). 
In each case, the solution used for the dissolution served as its own ref- 
erence in the spectrophotometer. 

2-Naphthoic acid was chosen for the investigation of buffer effects 

because of its intermediate aqueous solubility in the three acids used 
previously (l) ,  its chemical stability, and its amenability to spectropho- 
tometric analysis. The disks of 2-naphthoic acid were prepared as de- 
scribed previously ( l ) ,  and all dissolution experiments were performed 
at disk rotation speeds of 450 rpm. Sink conditions were maintained 
throughout, as observed from the linear dissolution plots obtained. 

Determination of Buffer pKa Values-The pKa values of imidazole 
and morpholine were measured a t  = 0.5 (potassium chloride) and 25' 
(f0.1') using potentiometric titrimetry. The pKa value of acetic acid was 
obtained by estimation by the method of Butler (10). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The pKa values of imidazole and morpholine determined experi- 
mentally, the thermodynamic pKa values, and the estimated purity of 
the titrated buffers are given in Table I together with the estimated pKa 
for acetic acid at  an ionic strength of 0.5. 

Diffusion Coefficients for  Various Species-Since the aqueous 
diffusion coefficients of the buffer species were not measured, literature 
values and estimations based on the Stokes-Einstein equation (1, 13) 
were used. They are summarized in Table 11. The literature diffusivities 
(where available) differed significantly from the calculated values a t  25'. 
The aqueous diffusivities of all weak electrolytes are strongly affected 
by the ionic strength of the solution and the concentration of the weak 
electrolyte itself. In the case of acetic acid, diffusivity values decline al- 
most linearly with an increase in the acid concentration in the aqueous 
medium (14). Similar effects were noted on the diffusivity of ions in so- 
lutions of mixed electrolytes (17). Both phenomena are due to an alter- 
ation of the thermodynamic activity coefficient of the diffusant. Hence, 
the actual diffusivities of imidazole, morpholine, and acetic acid a t  p = 
0.5 (potassium chloride) and 25' in water are likely to be lower than those 
measured under the same conditions with p approaching zero (infinite 
dilution). For this reason, the diffusivities calculated from the Stokes- 
Einstein equation as described previously (1) were used since these values 
are lower than those quoted in the literature for diffusivity in water a t  
25'. 

Initial Dissolution Rate  of 2-Naphthoic Acid as a Function of 
Bulk Solution Buffer Concentration and  pH-The model discussed 
under Theoretical was tested over a wide range of bulk solution pH values 
and total buffer concentrations using acetic acid, imidazole, and mor- 
pholine buffers. Experimentally determined initial dissolution rates for 
2-naphthoic acid (Jobs)  are given in Tables 111-V together with the cor- 
responding interfacial pH (pHo) calculated from Eq. 51 and theoretical 
initial dissolution rates (J tbeor)  calculated from Eq. 52. Figures 2-4 show 
Jnh5 and Jtheor  uersus the total bulk solution buffer concentration for the 
three buffers used. 

The agreement between the observed and predicted initial dissolution 
rates was good over wide ranges of bulk solution buffer concentrations 
and pH bulk values for all three buffer systems. The data from the acetate 
buffers are of particular interest since the acetic acid pKa (4.60) is similar 
to that of 2-naphthoic acid (4.02) and, therefore, the equilibrium constant 
for the reaction between the two is relatively low ( K z  = 3.8). Thus, the 
degree of catalysis of the dissolution of 2-naphthoic acid by acetate anion 
diffusing into the aqueous diffusion layer and reacting with dissolving 
acid is expected to be relatively small compared to that resulting from 

Table 111-Comparison of t he  Observed (Jobs) and  Theoretical (Jtheor) Init ial  Dissolution Rates of 2-Naphthoic Acid in  Varying Bulk 
Solution Acetate Buffer Concentrations at DHh,,Ik 4.50.5.00. and 6.00 (u = 0.5 with Potassium Chloride and 25") a 

c Total Bulk PHbulk 4.50 PHbulk 5.00 PHbulk 6.00 
Solution JOh, Jtheor, Jobs, Jtheor, Jobs, Jtheor, 

Concentration moles/ moles/ moles/ moles/ moles/ moles/ 
of Acetate, cm2/sec cmzlsec cm2/sec cm2/sec cmzlsec cmZ/sec 

M x 109 x 109 PHo x 109 x 109 PHO x 109 x 109 PHo 

0.0 1.03 0.95 4.15 1.19 1.07 4.24 1.33 1.13 4.28 
0.00025 1.10 1.01 4.20 - 1.27 4.35 - 1.49 4.45 
0.0005 1.24 1.07 4.24 - 1.46 4.44 - 1 83 4.57 
0.001 1.39 1.17 4.30 - 1.75 4.54 - 2.41 4.72 
0.0025 1.41 1.32 4.38 2.50 2.32 4.70 3.74 3.67 4.93 
0.005 - 1.43 4.42 3.10 2.81 4.79 5.20 5.10 5.09 
0.01 1.63 1.51 4.46 3.45 3.27 4.87 7.11 7.07 5.24 
0.025 - 1.57 4.48 3.88 3.75 4.94 10.67 10.64 5.42 
0.05 - 1.60 4.49 4.16 3.97 4.97 13.52 14.17 5.55 
0.075 - 1.60 4.49 4.14 4.06 4.98 15.95 16.55 5.62 
0.10 1.70 1.61 4.50 4.10 4.11 4.98 18.53 18.23 5.67 

Jtheor was calculated from Eq. 52. The estimated interfacial pH (pHo) for each condition was determined from Eq. 51. The rates were measured from a disk rotating 
at 450 rpm. Each J o b  value is the mean from at least two runs. 
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Table IV-Comparison of the Observed (Jobs) and Theoretical (Jtheor! Initial Dissolution Rates of 2-Naphthoic Acid from a Disk 
Rotating at 450 rpm into Varying Bulk Solution Concentrations of Imidazole Buffer at pHbulk 6.00.7.00, and 8.00 ( p  = 0.5 with 
Potassium Chloride and 25') a 

Total Bulk PHbulk 6.00 pHbulk 7.00 PHbulk 8.00 
Solution Job, Jtheor, Jobs, Jtheor P theort 

Concentration moles/ moles/ moles/ moles/ moles/ moles/ 
of Imidazole, cm2/sec cm2/sec cm2/sec cm2/sec cmz/sec cmVsec 

M x 109 x 109 PHO x 109 x 109 PHo x 109 x 109 PHo 
0.0 1.33 1.13 4.28 1.38 1.14 4.28 1.36 1.15 4.29 
0.0001 - 1.14 4.28 1.58 1.23 4.33 - 1.35 4.39 
0.0005 - 1.20 4.31 2.31 1.66 4.51 - 2.47 4.73 
0.001 - 1.27 4.35 2.89 2.33 4.70 - 4.13 4.98 
0.005 - 1.98 4.61 9.84 8.50 5.32 20.84 17.80 5.65 
0.01 3.72 3.02 4.83 17.44 15.98 5.61 38.94 34.06 5.94 
0.015 - 4.06 4.98 24.87 23.02 5.77 - 49.43 6.10 
0.0175 - 4.57 5.03 - 26.39 5.83 62.55 56.81 6.16 
0.025 6.66 6.01 5.16 41.09 35.96 5.96 84.45 77.92 6.30 
0.0375 - 8.17 5.30 - 50.35 6.11 108.96 110.21 6.45 
0.04 - 8.57 5.33 56.51 53.03 6.13 - 116.30 6.48 
0.05 12.12 10.07 5.40 67.67 63.16 6.21 128.88 139.63 6.56 
0.0625 - 11.68 5.47 - 74.70 6.28 144.57 166.80 6.63 
0.075 14.32 13.22 5.52 99.44 85.19 6.34 162.57 192.13 6.70 
0.1 19.22 15.75 5.60 118.20 103.62 6.43 190.51 238.38 6.79 

a Jthsor was calculated from Eq. 52. The estimated interfacial pH (pH,,) for each condition was determined from Eq. 51. Each J o b  value is the mean from at least two 
runs. 

Table V-Comparison of the Observed (Jobs) and Theoretical (Jtheor) Initial Dissolution Rates of 2-Naphthoic Acid from a Disk 
Rotating a t  450 rpm into Varying Bulk Solution Concentrations of Morpholine Buffer at pHbulk 8.00 and 8.50 ( p  = 0.5 with Potassium 
Chloride and 25") 

Total Bulk 
Solution PHbulk 8.00 PHbulk 8.50 

Concentration Jobs, moles/ Jtheorr moles/ Jobs, moles/ Jtheorr moles/ 
of Morpholine, cm2/sec cm2/sec cm2/sec cm2/sec 

x 109 x 109 PHO x 109 x 109 PHO M 

0.0 
0.0001 
0.0005 
0.001 
0.005 
0.01 
0.025 
0.05 
0.075 
0.1 

1.38 
- 

- 
3.63 
5.78 

12.58 
27.24 
37.99 
51.08 

1.15 
1.17 
1.29 
1.46 
3.26 
5.82 

13.69 
26.80 
39.82 
53.11 

4.29 1.42 
4.30 - 
4.36 - 
4.44 - 
4.87 7.63 
5.15 14.49 
5.54 
5.83 
6.01 

~~ ~ 

34.30 
65.75 
93.28 

6.14 - 

1.16 
1.23 
1.55 
2.04 
6.86 

13.14 

4.29 
4.33 
4.47 
4.63 
5.22 
5.52 

32.16 5.91 
63.31 6.21 
94.36 6.39 

125.15 6.51 

Jthaar was calculated 
determinations. 

from Eq. 52. The estimated interfacial pH (pHo) for ' each condition 

comparable concentrations of stronger bases in the bulk solution. Thus, 
intuitively, the basicity and acidity of the respective reacting buffer base 
and dissolving acid should be important in determining the initial dis- 
solution rate, as evidenced by the presence of K t  and Kfl in the coeffi- 
cients of Eq. 51. 

A t  constant pHbulk, when the total buffer concentration in the bulk 
solution is increased, the maximum steady-state pH that can exist a t  the 
solid-liquid interface, pHo, is that where pHo equals pHbulk. This is 
confirmed by the data given in Table 111 for the acetate buffers at pHbulk 
4.50 and 5.00 since the calculated pHo values asymptotically approach 
the pHbulk values as the total concentration of acetate buffer in the bulk 
solution rises. 

The shape of the curves in Fig. 2 for the acetate buffers may be ex- 
plained by the Occurrence of a gradual change in controlling factors within 
the diffusion layer (which determine the 2-naphthoic acid dissolution 
rate) as the total bulk solution buffer concentration increases. When no 
buffer is present in the bulk solution and PHbulk is maintained only by 
the pH-stat, the intrinsic solubility of the acid and its degree of disso- 
ciation at the solid-liquid interface determine the dissolution rate (1). 
The degree of dissociation is determined by reaction with water and 
hydroxide ion in the diffusion layer, as is the total flux (1). 

Equation 52 expresses the total flux of the same acid when buffer is 
present in the bulk solution, and it includes an additional term to account 
for any buffer base species used up in the reaction with undissociated 
2-naphthoic acid, hydrogen ion, or water in the diffusion layer. As the 
buffer base concentration increases, the corresponding term for its flux 
across the diffusion layer in Eq. 52 becomes more significant than the 
other terms. Despite a decrease in the flux terms in [H+] and [OH-] of 
Eq. 52 as the effective difference in pH across the diffusion layer di- 

was determined from , 51. Each J o b  value is the mean ,from at least two 

minishes, the asymptotic fluxes observed in Fig. 2 a t  pHbulk 4.5 and 5.0 
occur because there always is a finite difference between the buffer base 
concentration across the diffusion layer. 

Eventually, the pH within the diffusion layer and pHo are controlled 
by the swamping effect of the buffer as it increases in concentration. 
Hence, the importance of the total buffer concentration in the bulk so- 
lution and the intrinsic solubility of the dissolving acid, [HA]o, in deter- 
mining the initial dissolution rate of that acid is seen. 

The asymptotic fluxes were observed experimentally only with the 
acetate system at  pHbulk 4.50 and 5.0, because the corresponding pHo 
values in the absence of buffer did not differ greatly from asymptotic 
values they must approach (k., pH0 4.50 and 5.00) with increasing bulk 
solution acetate concentration. As observed in Table 111, the relative 
increases in the dissolution rate in going from zero bulk solution acetate 
concentration to the asymptotic rate, given when pHo equals pHba, were 
factors of 1.7 and 3.8 for pHbulk 4.50 and 5.0, respectively. At  pHbulk 6.00, 
the total acetate concentration in the bulk solution must be much higher 
than that used experimentally for pHo to approach pHbulk. Therefore, 
the asymptotic flux of 2-naphthoic acid is not observed at  this pHbulk 
value. It should be emphasized that the shapes of these curves are highly 
dependent on the intrinsic solubility of the dissolving acid since this factor 
determines the sensitivity of the total flux to changes in the total bulk 
solution buffer concentration. 

Figures 3 and 4 and Tables IV and V report the observed and predicted 
dissolution rates of 2-naphthoic acid given by inclusion of imidazole and 
morpholine buffers in the bulk solution as a function of pHbulk and buffer 
concentration. Similar explanations for the shapes of the curves to those 
given for the acetate system may be made, taking into consideration the 
greater basicity of these compounds and their diffusivities. 
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Figure 2-Plot of the dissolution rate of 2-naphthoic acid from a solid 
disk rotating at  450 rpm into media of varying acetate buffer concen- 
trations and pHbulk [p = 0.5 (potassium chloride) a t  25'1. The pHbulk 
was maintained constant by a pH-stat using 0.01 N NaOH. The solid 
continuous lines represent &heor, and the symbols represent .Jobs from 
Table 111. Key: ., pHbulk 4.5; A, pHbulk  5.0; and @, pHbulk 6.00. 
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In view of the discussion of the shape of the plot of J versus buffer 
concentration in the bulk solution plot for pHbulk 6.00 acetate buffer, 
considerable concentrations of imidazole and morpholine buffers a t  
pHbulk 6-8.5 are required in the bulk solution to make pHo at  the 2- 
naphthoic solid-liquid interface equal to pHbulk. Hence, over normal 
buffer concentration ranges, the asymptotic dissolution rate of 2- 
naphthoic acid was not seen for these buffers a t  the pHbulk values 
studied. 

To illustrate this point, consider the dissolution rate of 2-naphthoic 
acid at  PHbulk 8.00 in the absence of imidazole or morpholine buffer. The 
pHo (Tables IV and V) is 4.29, and the total concentration of 2- 
naphthoate a t  X = 0 under these conditions may be calculated readily. 
The same calculation may be performed at pHo 8.00, &he condition re- 
quired for an asymptote, to give the corresponding total 2-naphthoate 
concentration at X = 0 when pHo and pHbulk are equal. The ratio of the 
two total concentrations of 2-naphthoate calculated to exist a t  X = 0 
directly represents the expected ratio of the dissolution rates under the 
same conditions. The ratio of the 2-naphthoic acid dissolution rate at pHo 
4.29 (zero buffer concentration) to that at pHo 8.00 (asymptotic case) is 
-3400. Hence, a t  pHbulk 8.00, the asymptotic dissolution rate would be 
-4.8 X mole/cm2/sec, showing that a considerable imidazole or 
morpholine bulk solution concentration must be used to obtain this 
condition. The solubility and pKa of the acid also play an important role 
in determining the conditions at the solid-liquid interface and, therefore, 
also contribute in determining when the asymptotic dissolution rate is 
reached for given pHbulk values and buffer solutions. 

The curvature seen in the flux uersus buffer concentration plots (Figs. 
2-4) shows that linear extrapolation of the dissolution rate data versus 
buffer concentration plots obtained a t  high bulk solution buffer con- 
centrations for a given pHbulk is likely to give erroneous buffer-inde- 
pendent dissolution data. This method has been used frequently (18,19) 

0 * 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 

TOTAL BULK IMIDAZOLE CONCENTRATION, M 
Figure 3-Plot of the dissolution rate of 2-naphthoic acid from a solid 
disk rotating a t  450 rpm into media of varying imidazole buffer con- 
centration and pHbulk [p = 0.5 (potassium chloride) at 25'1. The pHbulk 
was maintained constant by a pH-stat using 0.1 N NaOH. The solid 
continuous lines represent Jtheorr and the symbols represent the data 
from Tables IV-VI. Key: ., pHbulk  6.00; A, pHbulk 7.00; and @, PHbulk 
8.00. 

to obtain buffer-independent dissolution rates where no pH-stat is em- 
ployed and the buffer capacity of the buffer solutions is assumed to be 
large enough to resist changes in pHbulk during a dissolution experiment. 
Referring to the imidazole data in Fig. 3, a linear least-squares fit of the 
four highest experimental imidazole concentrations at  pHbulk 8.00 gives 
an extrapolated JO value of -6.4 X mole/cm2/sec, whereas the true 
JO value (as determined by the pH-stat alone) is 1.4 X moles/cm2/sec. 
Therefore, care should be taken in interpreting the intercept from ex- 
trapolated buffer dissolution data. 

Dissolution rates also measured at  the highest imidazole buffer con- 
centration (0.1 M) without the pH-stat system operating, but otherwise 
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Figure 4-Plot of the dissolution rate of 2-naphthoic acid from a solid 
disk rotating at  450 rpm into media of varying morpholine buffer con- 
centration and pHbulk  [p = 0.5 (potassium chloride) at 25'1. The pHbu& 
was maintained constant by a pH-stat using 0.1 N NaOH. The solid 
continuous lines represent Jtheor, and the symbols represent Jobs from 
Table VII.  Key: A, pHbulk 8.00; and a, p H b u l k  8.50. 
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Table VI-Concentration of Acetate Anion (Conjugate Buffer Base [Ac-]~, ) in the Bulk Solution and at the Solid-Liquid 
Interface ( [ A C - ] ~ )  with Increasing Total Acetate Buffer Concentration at pHbulk 6.0 and the Observed Flux (Job.) of 2-Naphthoic 
Acid from a Disk Rotating at 450 rpm in pH-Statted Media ( p  = 0.5 with Potassium Chloride and 25") 

Total Buffer [AC-lh, [Ac-lo", 
Concentration moles/cm3 moles/cm3 
of Acetate, M x 107 x 107 

~ ~~ _ _ _ _ _ ~  _____ 

Total Flux of 
[AC-]h - [Ac-lo, 2-Naphthoic Acid 
moles/cm3 x lo7 (Jobs), moles/cm2/sec X 109 PHO 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.33 4.28 
0.001 9.62 5.70 3.92 - 4.72 
0.0025 24.00 17.00 7.00 3.74 4.93 
0.005 48.10 37.70 10.40 5.20 5.09 
0.01 96.20 81.30 14.90 7.10 5.24 
0.025 240.00 217.00 23.00 10.67 5.42 
0.05 481.00 450.00 31.00 13.52 5.55 
0.075 721.00 685.00 36.00 15.95 5.62 
0.1 962.00 922.00 40.00 18.53 5.67 

a Calculated from Eq. 50. The pHo value is as defined in the text. 

Table VII-Concentration of Free Imidazole Base ([Imlb) in the Bulk Solution and at the Solid-Liquid Interface ([Imlo) with 
Increasing Total Imidazole Bulk Solution Concentration at pHbulk 6.0 and the Observed Flux (Job)  of 2-Naphthoic Acid from a Disk 
Rotating at 450 rpm in a pH-Statted Aqueous Medium ( p  = 0.5 with Potassium Chloride and 25") 

Total Buffer [ W h ,  [Imloa, Total Flux of 
Concentration moles/cm3 moles/cm3 [Imlh - [Imlo, 2-Naphthoic Acid 

of Imidazole, M x 107 x 107 moles/cm3 x 107 (Jobs), moles/cm2/sec x 109 pHob 
0.0 
0.01 
0.025 
0.05 

0.0 
6.33 

15.80 
31.70 

0.0 
0.46 
2.43 
8.33 

0.0 
5.87 

13.37 
23.37 

1.33 
3.02 
6.01 

10.07 

4.28 
4.83 
5.16 
5.40 

0.075 47.50 16.50 31.00 13.21 5.52 
0.10 63.30 26.20 37.10 15.75 5.60 

a Calculated from Eq. 50. The pHo value is as defined in the text. 

as described previously at  pHbulk 7.00, did not differ significantly from 
those determined using the pH-stat with the same buffer solution. This 
finding was expected for solutions of high buffer capacity. However, in 
the non-pH-statted case, the pHbulk decreases as the buffer capacity of 
the dissolution media is exceeded due to dissolution of the acid. If this 
point is reached during a dissolution run, sink conditions may cease to 
exist in the bulk solution and the dissolution rate could fall accordingly 
(20). 

Influence of Basicity (K:) of Buffer Base on Acid Dissolution 
Rate-Tables VI and VII list the concentration of acetate anion and 
imidazole free base, respectively, as a function of the total buffer con- 
centration in the bulk solution at pHbulk 6.0. They also list the corre- 
sponding buffer base concentrations at  the solid-liquid interface (cal- 

.r 
I 1 I I I J 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 

IBlh, moleslcm' x lo' 
Figure 5-Plot of 2-naphthoic acid dissolution rate (J) versus buffer 
base concentration in the bulk solution for acetate (0) and imidazole 
(A) at pHbulk 6.00. The data were taken from Tables VI and VII. The 
symbols represent Joba, and the continuous line represents Jrheor (given 
in Tables III  and IV). 

culated from Eq. 50), the pHo (calculated from Eq. 511, the calculated 
buffer base concentration difference ([B]h - [B]o) across the diffusion 
layer, and the observed dissolution rate (Jobs) for 2-naphthoic acid. At  
a total buffer concentration of 0.01 M at  pHbulk 6.0 for acetate and im- 
idazole, the concentrations of buffer base in the bulk solution differ by 
a factor of -15, whereas the corresponding observed dissolution rates of 
2-naphthoic acid differ by a factor of only -2.5. If the comparison is ex- 
tended further to 0.1 M total buffer concentration, the difference in the 
bulk solution buffer base concentration remains the same, but the ob- 
served dissolution rates become approximately equal, as do the pHo 
values. 

These phenomena may be explained by the difference in the K t  value 
between the acetate anion and imidazole (a factor of -400). assuming that 
their diffusivities are approximately equal. Figure 5 shows the predicted 
and observed dissolution rates for 2-naphthoic acid as a function of the 
bulk buffer base concentration at pHbulk 6.00 for acetate and imidazole 
buffer solutions (taken from the data in Tables VI and VII). The effect 
of basicity in determining the extent of reaction with the dissolving acid 
and the proportion of buffer base in the bulk medium is observed clearly 
in Fig. 5 since imidazole has a much greater catalytic effect on the dis- 
solution rate of 2-naphthoic acid for the same bulk solution buffer base 
concentration than does acetate. It also should be stressed that the in- 
trinsic solubility of the dissolving acid and its Kf; are important in de- 
termining such profiles since these parameters play a significant role in 
describing the conditions at  the solid-liquid interface, as evidenced by 
their presence in the coefficients r and s of Eq. 51. 

An alternative way of representing the effect of the buffer base con- 

Table VIII-Regression and Correlation Data from Fig. 6 to 
Compute the Diffusivity (DB) of the Acetate Anion and 
Imidazole Free Base in Aqueous Solution ( p  = 0.5 with Potassium 
Chloride and 25") 

Buffer Data from Fig. 6 ( J  versus [B]h - [Blo) 
Solution InterceDt. 
a t  PHbulk She, moiesj D89 

6.00 cm/sec cm2/sec cm2/sec ra 

Acetate 4.3285 X 6.3683 X 8.61 X 0.9962 
Imidazole 4.0764 X 5.86 X 8.11 X 0.9999 

~~ ~ 

Correlation coefficient. 
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Table IX-Recalculated Data from Higuchi e t  al. (7) for Benzoic Acid Dissolving into Solutions of Sodium Acetate (with 0.75 M NaCI) 
at 25" when No pH-Stat Was Used 

Total Bulk Calculated" from 
JobsC, Jtheord, 

Calculatedn Calculatedb rnoleslcm2isec moleslcm2,'sec 
Acetate, M M x 109 PHbulk PHo x 107 x 107 

J* 
Solution 

Concentration of 

0.015 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.25 

4.09 
2.24 
1.59 
1.29 
1.12 
1.00 

8.39 
8.65 
8.80 
8.88 
8.95 
8.99 

3.76 
4.19 
4.41 
4.54 
4.62 
4.69 

1.02 
1.75 
2.34 
2.82 
3.44 
3.82 

1.13 
1.79 
2.52 
3.11 
3.63 
4.09 

A roximate hydrogen-ion concentration for the salt of a weak acid; K, and K: are used as in the text, m is the total concentration of the salt, and pHbulk is calculated 
from /#+b. * Calculated pHo assuming that pH-stat conditions are maintained in the bulk solution (Eq. 51 was used with arameters determined for benzoic acid from 
Ref. 1 an acetate from Tables I and 11). c Calculated from data given in Ref. 7. Theoretical value using an equivalent Jffusion layer thickness, h = 2.82 X cm 
(1). 

centration in the bulk solution on the dissolution rate of 2-naphthoic acid 
is to plot Joba versus [B]h - [B]o, the difference in the buffer base con- 
centration across the diffusion layer created by the reaction therein. This 
plot is shown in Fig. 6 for the acetate and imidazole cases a t  pHbulk 6.00. 
The relationship between Job and [B]h - [B]o is approximately linear, 
as predicted by a modified form of Eq. 52: 

(Eq. 58) 

where the terms in [HA], [H+], and [OH-] represent a negligible contri- 
bution to the overall flux and may be grouped in the form of a constant. 
The slope of the plot of J versus [B]h - [B]o is DB/h, thus allowing D B  
to be calculated if h is known. The regression and correlation data for the 
acetate and imidazole buffers from Fig. 6 are given in Table VIII together 
with the calculated values of DB for both species in a solution with p = 
0.5 and at 25O. The DB values thus derived are not obtained entirely from 
experiment since the calculation of [B]o requires some estimate of the 
values of DB initially. However, close agreement is observed between 
assumed values (Table 11) and derived values Of  Dg (Fig. 6). Thus, con- 
sistency between theory and experiment is obtained under the conditions 
described, suggesting that the assumed value of DB is reasonable. 

Higuchi et al. (7) used different bases in the dissolution media of 
benzoic acid in a similar study to that described here. They did not control 
the PHbulk during the dissolution experiments apart from the natural 
buffer capacity exerted by the added bases. In the case of benzoic acid 
dissolving into solutions of varying sodium acetate concentration (with 
0.75 M NaCl as the added electrolyte and a temperature of 25O), the 
dissolution rate was given as a function of the acetate concentration. 

0 

0 10 20 30 40 50 
[Blh - [El,, moles/cm3 x 10' 

Figure &Plot of 2-naphthoic acid dissolution rate (J) versus buffer 
base concentration difference ([B]h - [B]d across the diffusion layer 
at steady state for acetate (0) and imidazole (A) at pHbulk 6.00. The 
data were taken from Tables V I  and VII. The symbols represent ob- 
served rates (Jobs). Regression and correlation data are given in Table 
IX .  

Disregarding the differences in ionic strength between the two studies, 
a theoretical initial dissolution rate of benzoic acid may be calculated from 
the data and methods given in Table IX6. 

The agreement between the observed and predicted J values appears 
to be excellent. A simplified form of Eq. 52 was used by Higuchi et al. (7) 
to explain the resulting fluxes of benzoic acid in solutions of bases stronger 
than sodium acetate: 

(Eq. 59) 

Equation 59 assumes the total bulk solution buffer concentration to be 
equivalent to that of the base species, [B]h. In the case of acetate, the 
equilibrium between the dissolving benzoic acid and the incoming buffer 
base does not favor the formation of benzoate anion as much as a similar 
bulk solution concentration of a stronger base, such as monohydrogen 
phosphate or borate. Since reaction occurs to a lesser extent with acetate 
ion, [B]h and [B]o are much closer in value than they would be for other 
stronger bases. Therefore, Eq. 58 should be wed in this case rather than 
Eq. 59. Furthermore, Eq. 59 applies only in special cases, whereas Eqs. 
52 and 58 are more general. 

The reason Eq. 59 is a good approximation for the flux of benzoic acid 
when stronger bases than acetate anion are used is that benzoic acid is 
relatively water soluble (compared to 2-naphthoic acid) and maintains 
its pH microenvironment within the diffusion layer by the self-buffering 
mechanism proposed earlier (I), even when large concentrations of strong 
base are present in the bulk dissolution medium. As a result, for strong 
bases, [B]h will always be significantly greater than [B]o, therefore ren- 
dering Eq. 59 applicable. 

pHbulk and Its Relevance to Dissolution Rates of Weak Acids- 
From the data presented here for monoprotic weak acid dissolution rates 
in aqueous media, there are few situations where pHo equah pHb,,lk. This 
occurs only when the acid dissociation is suppressed in the diffusion layer, 
when the acid is highly water insoluble, or when a base is present in the 
dissolution medium at such a high concentration that it swamps and 
controls completely the pH of the diffusion layer. The importance of the 
buffer base concentration in the bulk solution and the basicity of the base 
on the dissolution rate of weak acids cannot be overemphasized. It is 
extremely important that the concentration and composition of the buffer 
medium be stipulated in recording the dissolution rates of acids since the 
pH of the medium is only one of the variables (and possibly a minor 
variable) controlling the dissolution rate. 

Species Profiles and pH across Postulated Diffusion Layer- 
Figure 7 shows the idealized sections of the diffusion layer for dissolution 
of 2-naphthoic acid in imidazole solutions of varying concentration and 
pH. The fractional distance across the diffusion layer is given by X l h ,  
and the fractional concentrations of HA, A-, H+, and OH- are as defined 
previously (1). The fractional concentration of BH+ is defined in a similar 
way to that of HA (normalized to [BH+]o), and that of B is defined in a 
similar way to the fractional concentration of OH- (normalized to [B]h). 
Only the B and BH+ species are shown along with the diffusion layer pH7. 

The profiles of all species within the diffusion layer are calculated using 

Hydrodynamic equivalence is assumed between Jabs and Jthwr using h = 2.82 
X cm, derived from benzoic acid solubility data in Ref. 6 and the D H A  value 
used in Ref. 1. 

7 A summary of the nonnormalized data for all species at several total bulk so- 
lution buffer concentrations and pHbulb values using acetate, imidazole, and mor- 
pholine can be obtained from V. J. Stella. 
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Eq. 57 and a digital computer’. The fractional or normalized data are 
misleading as given in Fig. 7 and serve only as a comparison between the 
different conditions tested in the bulk solution. As the total buffer con- 
centration in the bulk solution is increased at  all pHbulk values, the cur- 
vature in the diffusion layer pH profile becomes less pronounced since 
pHo approaches pHbulk. Comparing the profiles obtained at  pHbulk 7.00 
with imidazole buffer present in the dissolution medium to those obtained 
with 2-naphthoic acid when no buffer is present (see Fig. 10 in Ref. 1) at 
the same pHbulk, the pH within the diffusion layer shows a much less 
abrupt change in the buffered case. 

Many investigators have used the concept of a plane of reaction within 
the diffusion layer moving further toward or away from the solid-liquid 
boundary as the reactant concentration in the bulk solution is varied. This 
concept has been used to explain the dissolution of benzoic acid in sodium 
hydroxide solutions (21, 22), implying that the reaction decreases the 
effective film thickness and, therefore, catalyzes the dissolution rate. 
Where OH- is the only base diffusing into the diffusion layer and re- 
acting, the plane of reaction theory may be applied, as observed by the 
changing position in the film where an abrupt pH shift occurs when the 
bulk hydroxide-ion concentration is varied (I). However, this concept, 
as predicted by Higuchi et al. (7), does not apply very well to the buffered 
solution diffusion layers since no abrupt plane of reaction is observed due 
to lower reaction equilibrium constants between the acid and buffer bases 
than between the acid and hydroxide ion. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A method of determining the initial dissolution rate of a typical solid 
monoprotic weak acid in the presence of buffers is demonstrated. The 
bulk solution pH is controlled by the buffer in combination with a pH- 
stat. A theoretical model, using diffusion and simultaneous, instantaneous 
chemical reaction of the dissolving acid with the buffer base, hydroxide 
ion, and water within a postulated diffusion layer, accurately predicts 
the dissolution rate of the acid over a wide range of bulk solution buffer 
concentrations and pH values. 

The dissolution of 2-naphthoic acid from a compressed disk of constant 
surface area at  constant pH, ionic strength, and temperature in acetate, 
imidazole, and morpholine buffers as a function of the total bulk solution 
buffer concentration generally is nonlinear over a wide range of buffer 
concentrations. Furthermore, the total acid flux may asymptotically 
approach the limit where pHo equals pHbulk with increasing total buffer 
concentration in the bulk solution. The approach to this condition is 
dependent on a complex function of the intrinsic solubility of the acid, 
the dissociation constants of the dissolving acid and the conjugate acid 
of the buffer base, the diffusivities of the reactants and products in the 
diffusion layer, the total concentration of the buffer in the bulk solution, 
and the pH of that solution. 

In light of the results predicted by the model and the experimental 
results, the routine reporting of acid dissolution rates is meaningless 
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unless reference is made to the exact pH, buffer, and buffer concentra- 
tions used in the dissolution medium. Inclusion of the pKa of the buffer 
and acid, together with the intrinsic solubility of the acid, also is of use 
in interpretation of such dissolution data. 

The relevance of the model presented here to the dissolution of acidic 
drugs from buffered tablet formulations is that, since the dissolution rate 
of an acidic drug is affected by the buffering effect and pH of its imme- 
diate surroundings, the incorporation of suitable buffering agents directly 
in tablet formulations should facilitate the release of the acidic drug from 
the tablet. The model certainly may assist the formulator in the choice 
of a buffering agent in the tablet relative to the pKa and solubility of the 
dissolving acid. However, direct application of the model to buffered 
dosage forms is difficult since the buffer must dissolve from the tablet 
simultaneously with the acidic drug. Furthermore, the surface area from 
which the dissolution occurs obviously changes during dissolution, and 
hydrodynamic conditions between an experiment and the in uiuo situa- 
tion are likely to differ markedly. 
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Abstract 0 The pharmacokinetics of cimetidine were evaluated using 
a linear system analysis that was formulated specifically to resolve the 
second peak in the blood drug concentration profile after oral dosing. The 
analysis exemplifies a new approach to pharmacokinetic modeling, which 
appears to be a valuable alternative to linear compartmental or physio- 
logical modeling. The formulation of linear system analysis according 
to a certain interpretation of a pharmacokinetic phenomenon avoids the 
complexity of conventional modeling, which often obscures the signifi- 
cance of the kinetic parameters. The new approach should result in a 
more rational analysis of pharmacokinetic phenomena because the less 
important pharmacokinetic processes are not specifically modeled but 

are still accounted for in the mathematical treatment. The bioavailability 
of cimetidine calculated by deconvolution agrees with previous findings. 
The model proposed to describe the second peak after oral absorption 
appears to agree well with the data and the hepatic recycling reported 
for cimetidine. 

Keyphrases 0 Linear system approach-evaluation of pharmacoki- 
netics of cimetidine o Pharmacokinetics-cimetidine, evaluation by 
linear system approach 0 Cimetidine-evaluation of pharmacokinetics 
by linear system approach 

Pharmacokinetic phenomena have been modeled and 
analyzed primarily according to two classes of models: 
linear compartmental models and physiological models. 
The classical linear compartmental models frequently 
provide a good fit to pharmacokinetic data. However, due 
to the fictitious structure of these models, which often 
bears little relation to the true nature of the pharmacoki- 
netic processes, the parameters estimated from such 

models often have no real kinetic significance. The phys- 
iological models that attempt to be more realistic by con- 
sidering such factors as blood flow and elimination and 
distribution in various organs and tissues may provide 
more meaningful results. However, the great number of 
physiological parameters and the difficulty of obtaining 
accurate and reliable estimates of these parameters make 
this approach very difficult. Both approaches to modeling 
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